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DUAL MEANING OF VERBAL QUANTITIES* 

M I L A N M A R E Š A N D R A D K O M E S I A R 

The aim of the paper is to summarize and interpret some ideas regarding effective 
processing of vague data. The main contribution of the submitted approach consists in 
respecting the fact that vague data can be decomposed into two parts. The numerical one, 
describing the quantitative value of such data, and the semantic one characterizing the 
qualitative structure of the vagueness included into them. 

This partition of vague verbal data leads to a significant simplification of their practical 
processing, namely if complicated computations are considered. This regards also the 
methods and concepts of descriptive statistics and their handling in the case in which 
vague data appear on the input. 

Particular parts of the alternative method of vague data processing which is discussed 
here were in a more detailed way investigated in some of the referred paper. The purpose 
of this paper is to give a brief explanation of the method in its complete connections with 
the practical processing of vagueness in quantitative environment. 

1. VERBAL QUANTITY 

The main notion of the presented model of quantitative uncertainty is the one of the 
verbal quantity. By it we mean any verbal expression characterizing the quantitative 
phenomena, like "approximately 8", "about 10", "several", and also "a bit more than 
20", "approximately divisible by 100", "something between 10 and 20" and others. 

The theory of fuzzy sets offers relatively effective tools for modelling such verbal 
quantities by means of fuzzy quantities (see [4, 5]) as fuzzy subsets of the real line 
R. This representation is illustrative but further processing of such fuzzy quantities, 
namely if they become members of rather complicated formulas, displays some dis
crepancies. Many of them are connected with the classical method of fuzzy quantities 
processing, called the extension principle (cf. [1, 10] and also [4]). 

Just to remember the notations, let ai , a 2 , . . . , an be fuzzy quantities with mem
bership functions /ii,/i2, • • • ,/Xm and let / be a real-valued function of n real vari-
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ables, f(x\, x2,..., xn) G R, (xi,..., xm) G Dom/ C Rn. Then this function can be 
extended to the class of fuzzy quantities with values in the same class. The mem
bership function /i& : R —•> [0,1] of the fuzzy quantity b = f(a\,a2,..., an) can be 
defined by 

fib(y) ---sup |^min(^i(a:i),/i2(-C2),...,/in(^n)) - (1) 

(xi,x2,... ,xn) G Dom/, y = f(xi,x2,... ,xn)\, with convention sup0 = 0. 

For the simple arithmetic operations of addition and multiplication, a 0 b and a 0 b, 
respectively, where a, b are fuzzy quantities with /j,a, jib, 

Va®b(y) = sup [mm(fia(x), /jib(y - x))], y G R, (2) 
xeR 

VaQb(y) = sup [mm(fia(x), fib(y/x))], y G R, y ^ 0, (3) 

Mao&(0) = max(/xa(0),/i6(0)). 

Analogously, for a fuzzy quantity a and crisp real number r G R the product r • a is 
a fuzzy quantity with membership function 

£W(2/) = V>a(y/r) for r ^ 0, 

= 1 for r = 0, y = 0, (4) 

= 0 for r = 0, y ^ 0. 

In the following sections, we will use also the following notation. If r G i? is a 
real number then by (r) we denote the fuzzy quantity with possibilities condensed 
into the value r, i. e. /i(r)(r) = 1, jJi(r)(x) = 0 for x ^ r. The properties of the above 
operations are summarized in [1, 4, 5]. 

The computation using extension principle has a logical and well understandable 
structure analogous to the classical convolution. Anyhow, it displays also some dif
ficulties. Namely, the algorithms for its numerical realization are not simple. What 
is even more significant, the obtained results sometimes do not correspond with our 
intuitive expectation and also with practical experience regarding the manipulation 
with vague data. In the case of summation or of multiplication of "higher" possible 
values the extent of the possible values of the results enormously grows. Moreover, 
the product of fuzzy quantities with integer (or, generally, discrete) possible values 
may display hardly interpret able gaps in the set of its possible values. 

For all these reasons it appears rational to look for an alternative approach to the 
modelling vague (verbal) data which could better reflect their structure and which 
could also simplify their processing in practical algorithms. 

2. DECOMPOSITION OF VERBAL QUANTITIES 

The model discussed in this paper is based on a rather modified idea of the verbal 
quantity. It still respects the representation of verbal quantitative data by fuzzy 
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quantities but focuses the attention to the process of their generation from the 
verbal expressions. In this sense the following paragraphs summarize the main steps 
made in some of the referred papers, namely in [6, 7, 8, 9] and [2]. 

The crucial idea of the presented model is the one of certain dualism of the verbal 
quantitative data. They include two components - the quantitative part and the 
semantic description of the uncertainty connected with it. The first component is 
represented by a crisp real number (in the following text we call it the "crisp core" 
of the considered verbal variable), the second one is represented by a real valued 
function (we call it the "shape" of the verbal variable), which can be interpreted 
as a normalized form of the membership function describing the distribution of 
uncertainty being present in the verbal formulation. For example, verbal quantity 

A = "approximately 8" 

evidently includes numerical deterministic component - crisp core - XA = 8 and 
a semantic component - shape - which we denote by <PA and which describes the 
uncertainty hidden in the word "approximately". 

We suppose that any simple shape ipA fulfils the following properties 

<PA(Q) = 1, (5) 

<PA{X) 1s non-decreasing for x < 0 and non-increasing for x > 0. (6) 

There exist also more complex verbal quantities, we call them "composed" which 
represent a combination of the simple ones. For example 

B — "something between 10 and 20" 

which can be decomposed into 

"something more than 10" AND "something less than 20" 

C = "approximately integer multiple of 10" 

which can be decomposed into 
"approximately 10" OR "approximately 20" OR "approximately 30" 

OR . . . . 

Their shapes, we call them composed shapes, need not fulfil conditions (5) and (6) 
but they can be decomposed, by means of simple operations, into the simple shapes. 

There exist also "anonymous" verbal variables called also linguistic modifiers 
which, seemingly, have no crisp core. It regards such quantitative verbal expressions 
like "many", "several", "few", "some amount" and others. In fact, even these verbal 
quantities express the distribution of uncertainty (usually relatively wide one) related 
to some not named but intuitively existing real value given by the actual application. 
The expression "much money" means something completely different in the case of 
family expenses and of state budget but in each of these cases its semantic content 
refers to the uncertainty connected with some numerical value. Also the verbal 
variable "something more than 10" mentioned in the previous paragraph means a 
composition of simple verbal variables "10" PLUS "something", where the former 
one is deterministic (its shape is degenerated to zero) meanwhile the latter one is 
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anonymous. It can be, due to the actual application, connected with a crisp core (in 
our case, let us say, equal to 1) and a (probably rather asymmetric) shape function 
representing the considered verbal expression. 

Anyhow, both, composed and anonymous, verbal variables can be expressed by 
means of well chosen combination of the simple ones. 

3. REPRESENTATION OF VERBAL VARIABLES BY FUZZY 
QUANTITIES 

It is to be stressed that evidently the most adequate mathematical representation 
of verbal quantity A is a fuzzy quantity a with membership function \xa. The above 
decomposition of A into crisp core XA and shape (pA 1s not only to illustrate the 
inner structure of A but it can be used for the construction of that fuzzy quantity 
a which best corresponds to the quantitative and qualitative component of A. The 
formalization of the correspondence between verbal variable A and fuzzy quantity a 
is analyzed, e.g., in [6, 7, 8] and [9] and its character can be briefly summarized as 
follows. 

If A is a simple verbal variable with the crisp core XA, and simple shape cpA (fulfill
ing (5), (6)) then we write A = (XA,<PA) and the fuzzy quantity a with membership 
/ i a , corresponding to it, is defined by 

fia(x) =<PA(X~XA), xeR. (7) 

For example, if we consider verbal variable A = "approximately 8" with the crisp 
core XA = 8 and shape if A defined as 

<PA(X) = max(0, 1 — |x|) 

i.e. 

<PA(X) = x + 1 for x e [-1,0], VA(X) = 1- X for x G [0,1] 

(pA(x) =0 for x £ [-1,1], 

then the corresponding fuzzy quantity a with membership function /j,a is defined by 

fj,a(x) = max(0, 1 - \x — 8|) = <PA(X — 8). 

The fuzzy quantity corresponding to composed verbal variables can be derived 
from the ones connected with their simple components. So, e.g., the verbal variable 

C = "approximately integer multiple of 10" 

mentioned in the previous section, can be connected with composed shape 

(pc(x) = max((pn(x), n = 0, ± 1 , ±2 ...) 

where <pn(x) = <PA(X—10-n) and ipA is the shape of "approximately", defined, e. g., as 
ifA(x) = max(0, 1 — \x\). Then the fuzzy quantity c connected with C is determined 
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by its membership function jic(x) = <pc(x — xc) under the natural assumption that 
we have put xc = 10. Then also <pn(x) = (PA(X — xc • n). 

We have already mentioned that the shape ipA of a verbal variable A usually has 
formal properties of membership function of some fuzzy quantity with modal value 
in 0. Let us call, for this moment, this fuzzy quantity a. Then it is evident that (7) 
implies a = a 0 (XA), where the notation (XA) was introduced in Section 1. 

4. CALCULATION WITH DECOMPOSED VERBAL VARIABLES 

The decomposition of a verbal variable into its quantitative and semantic compo
nents opens the way to the main methodological consequence of such treatment. 
Namely, we are able to part also the processing of the quantitative and semantic 
component with respect to their natural structure. It is evident that each of these 
two components demands a specific approach to its handling following from the 
specificity of its role in the description of vague verbal data. 

If we consider a computational procedure with verbally described vague data 
at the input then the classical theory of fuzzy quantities offers to represent each 
verbal variable by a fuzzy quantity (e.g., by using (7)) and then to use arithmetic 
(and eventually other) operations based on the extension principle). This procedure 
is usually computationally complex and it must be repeated whenever new set of 
verbal data appears at its input. Moreover, the formal structure of the resulting 
fuzzy quantity need not be intuitively satisfactory. For example, the extent of its 
possible values can be too large, there can appear hardly interpretable gaps in them, 
etc. These intuitively percepted discrepancies are frequently connected with the 
specific logical structure of the extension principle. 

The model of vague verbal data described above offers another, often more ef
fective, approach. The input verbal variables need not be transformed into fuzzy 
quantities but their components - crisp cores and shapes - can be processed by 
means of methods corresponding with their characters. Then a resulting crisp core 
and resulting shape are derived and only they are transformed, using (7), into the 
resulting fuzzy quantity as a representation of the vague result of the realized pro
cedure. This method displays several advantages. 

First, it respects the principal differences between the quantitative and qualitative 
(semantic) component of verbal variable. Their separate processing allows to use 
for each of them the operations which correspond with the demands of the actual 
application. 

Further, especially the choice of the operations applied to the shapes enables us 
to keep, e.g., the extent of possible values of the result in acceptable and intuitively 
justifiable limits. 

And, last but not least, in many practical applications the relevant computational 
algorithm is repeated many times, always for a new set of vague verbal input data 
which differ only in their quantitative components but preserve the semantic struc
ture of uncertainty (naturally, they are produced by identical or similar sources). 
Then the separate processing of both components means that for each new set of 
the input data only the part of the algorithm which processes the crisp cores is to 
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be inovated. The result of the processing of the shapes (which is usually computa
tionally more complicated) can be taken from the previous applications of the same 
algorithm and put into (7) together with the new resulting crisp core. 

These advantages could be taken into consideration when we evaluate the appli
cability of the submitted model of verbal variable to practical situations. 

The actual methods of processing crisp cores and shapes can follow from the 
situation - meanwhile the processing of the crisp cores evidently turns into the 
classical deterministic procedures over real numbers (or real-valued vectors), the 
processing of shapes opens much more possibilities. 

If tpA, ipB are (not necessarily simple) shapes of verbal variables A and £?, respec
tively, then it is possible to use, due to the realistic interpretation of the relation 
between A and B in the structure of the considered algorithm, some operations 
based on the fuzzy logic, e. g., 

mm(<pA(x), (pB(x)), max((pA(x),(pB(x)), 

or operations of more algebraic type, like 

<PA(X) • <PB(X), <PA(X) + <PB(X) - (PA(X) • VB(X), (<PA(X) + <PB(X)) /2 , 

or more structural operations inspired, e.g., by the extension principle 

ip(x) = sup (mm(ipA(y),cpB(x - y))), 
yeR 

(p(x) = s\ip(mm(ipA(y),(pB(x/y))). (8) 
yen 
y#o 

It is worth mentioning that, e.g., in the case of the "extension-principle-like" mul
tiplication the final result is much more realistic (i.e., much more concentrated to 
realistically expected values) than in the case where the same extension principle 
was applied to the usual fuzzy quantities. For example, if we are to multiply two 
verbal variables A, B represented by fuzzy quantities a, b, such that 

xA = xB = 100 

{xeR: (pA(x) >0} = {xeR:<pB(x)>0} = (-10,10) 

i. e., the measures of their support are 20, then we may proceed either by means of 
(3) and to calculate fuzzy quantity c = a Ob such that 

{xeR: fic(x) > 0} = (8100, 12100), 

with measure of support equal to 4000, or we may calculate the shape (pc of a verbal 
variable C = A • B, where xc = 10000 and the shape (pc is calculated by (8) with 

{xeR: (pc(x) > 0} = (-100, 100). 

Using (7) we construct a fuzzy quantity c* with ji* such that 

{xeR: ii*(x) > 0} = (9900, 1100), 
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i.e., with measure of support equal to 200. It is significant to note that in many 
practical applications the result represented by c* appears much more realistic and 
corresponding with the practical experience. 

It has to be stressed that the approach to the computation with fuzzy (verbal) 
quantities described in this paper represents an extension of the method based on 
the classical extension principle. If we use the extension principle for shapes then 
it can be easily verified that the result of (8) and (7) for addition is equal to the 
result of (2). On the other hand, there may exist a significant difference between 
the results of (3) and (7), (8) for multiplication as shown in the previous paragraphs. 
Note, please, that the application of (7), (8) for shapes is computationally simpler, 
and also the obtained results may be intuitively more acceptable. Of course, the 
possibility to combine the shapes of the input data also by means of other rules 
that the potential extension principle is, represents the most significant extension of 
the computational methods (with different shapes of the results). The choice of the 
actually applied computational procedure can reflect the character of the specific 
applications. 

5. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

The main purpose of the above sections is to remember and briefly motivate an alter
native approach to vague data, usually consequently represented by fuzzy quantities. 
It summarizes the most significant of the ideas dispersed in the referred papers. 

It is possible to conclude that the suggested method of processing vague verbal 
quantities which is based on the separate processing of their quantitative and quali
tative components displays several advantages in comparison with direct processing 
of fuzzy quantities. 

In addition to its relative simplicity it offers a wide scale of possible modifications 
adapted to the given applied problems which are to be solved. This wide choice 
of particular procedures means also the flexibility of the general model, respecting 
the variability of the modelled situations. The submitted approach to the verbal 
variables, by means of the variability of its particular procedures, also openly admits 
the role of the subjectivity and personal reflection of the modelled situation in the 
process of computing real applied algorithms with the vague input data. 

The model of verbal variables presented above is in certain sense a simplified 
version of the model treated in some of the referred papers. Namely, it is possible 
to include in it, without any change of the interpretation and methods formulated 
above, also a component reflecting the quality or reliability of the sources of the 
processed verbal data. It is to reflect the fact that, e.g., the verbal expression 
"approximately x" means something quite else for small or large values of x, as well 
as for different procedures (subjective estimation, measurement by different tools, 
etc.) of the generation of the "approximate" values. 

This variability of the data sources can be included into the model (see [6, 8, 9]) 
by means of so called "scaie function". It is an increasing and continuous real-valued 
function / : R —>• (-co, oo) such that /(0) = 0. The influence of the quality of the 
data source on the form of the fuzzy quantity representing the processed verbal 
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variables can be expressed by a modification of (7) into the form 

Va(x) = <Pa UA(X) ~ IA{XA)) (9) 

where JA is the scale characterizing the source of the verbal variable A. 
Obviously, the higher the gradient (first derivative) of the scale is the more ex

act or more reliable appears to be the source of "approximate x" or other verbal 
description of the considered variable. The processing (mutual combination or com
position) of particular scales during the process of calculation with verbal variables 
represents a specific problem of modelling verbal variables (see [6, 8, 9]). 

(Received March 21, 2002.) 
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